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Now we can go further on our walks! 

The remains of an Iron Age hill fort, once possibly occupied by the Iceni, bear 
testament to a little-known age in Britain’s windswept past.  

Share 

A map of the Iron Age hill fort at Warham.  
Image: Courtesy of Cromer Museum and text Alan Tutt 

This Iron Age hill fort of Warham Camp which lies south of the village of Warham. There are a 
handful of such forts in Norfolk – Thetford, Holkham, Narborough and South Creake – but the 
best preserved and most atmospheric, is Warham. South Creake has been ploughed to near 
extinction; Narborough submerged by woods; and Holkham swallowed up by salt marsh. 
Warham dominates its position and, when freshly built, the uncovered white chalk would have 
shimmered provocatively in the sunlight, the watching warriors on its parapets scanning the 
horizon for foes, daring them to challenge its supreme position. 

Though a little off the beaten track, the fort is free for the public to access. Go south from the 
quaint Three Horseshoes alehouse in Warham, (out of lockdown they would be serving ‘pie and 
pudding’), over a small bridge, then right, through a gate, over a stile, down an overgrown 
footpath and, there it lies. 



The two concentric earthwork ramparts, with a heart of chalk rubble, and their related, deeply-
dug ditches, remain impressive, though flattened a little by time. There would have been wooden 
platforms and a palisade for enemies to contend with too. Originally it would have been 
completely circular but it is now a horseshoe shape, intersected by the River Stiffkey, diverted 
from its natural course several hundred years ago.  

An 18th Century map shows the fort ring intact. This defensive outcrop stares intimidatingly out 
across the valley, commanding 360 degree elevated views across a vista barely changed in 
millennia. The ‘camp’ lies close to a barrow, or burial mound, named Fiddler’s Hill, and is known 
locally and affectionately as Danish Camp – perhaps a folk memory of a sort, that the fort was 
reoccupied and re-used by the Viking invaders in their British incursions. 

Roman pottery fragments and detritus have been found in and around the site, so they were here 
as well, way before the Norsemen – many holm oaks grow, not as plentiful as the rabbits the 
Romans brought with them though. The site is an SSSI, Site of Special Scientific Interest, with 
chalk grasslands providing a home for wildflowers, insects and butterflies. Some to look out for 
are Chalkhill Blue, Brown Argus, Common Rock-rose, Pyramidal Orchid, large Wild Thyme and 
Quaking grass. 

A poem about the hill fort: By Chrissie Rayner 

(Ed’s note: Chrissie is a local poet and I went to school with her!) 

When I’m sitting alone on the ramparts, with nothing around but the air, 

I imagine I hear ghostly voices, but it’s only the wind in my hair. 

All the same, it’s an uncanny feeling, when I’m here by myself on the mound, 

as I ponder on those who once lived here, as I wonder who walked on this ground. 

When I gaze straight across to the river, a picture begins to unfold 

of people in coarse, woollen clothing, with goatskins to keep out the cold. 

In the centre, a cluster of dwellings, with a crackling fire at each door, 

on the ramparts cloaked figures stand silent, keeping watch on the far distant shore. 

Some say it was used by the Romans, the most powerful force ever seen, 

whilst others embrace different theories, they maintain it was home to a Queen. 

But whether a queen or a Roman, this stronghold through time has survived, 

a mysterious aura still lingers, where once a community thrived. 

And here it remains, now deserted, a circular bank swathed in green. 

Of the people who once made their home here, not a trace nor a relic is seen. 

Though the campfires have long ceased to smoulder, those who sat around them are gone, 
when I wander these ancient defences, I feel never completely alone. 

Explore the site - Cromer Museum is running archaeological walks of Warham during 
the year. www.museums.norfolk.gov.uk  



Food Production Club News 
Many thanks for your support with our unusual plant sale in mid May - for growing 
the plants, for bringing them and for coming and purchasing. We made an amazing 
£308.95 - and by the end of the day almost everything was taken - the final person 
turning up as she drove by at 5pm. The Club committee are currently reviewing the 
logistics of running the Annual Show in July but it looks unlikely – great shame! 

The Norwich Western Link 

The Department for Transport (DfT) has now approved the Strategic Outline 
Business Case of Norfolk County Council (NCC), which means the project has 
conditional entry into DfT's 'Large Local Majors' project funding programme. As well 
as providing more than £1 million of development funding for the project in the 
2020/21 financial year, today's announcement gives NCC the green light to proceed 
to the next stage of the national process in the shape of submitting a more detailed 
business case, scheduled for later this year. So what is this? This project is the 
Norwich Western Link which will link the Southern Bypass to the main Fakenham to 
Norwich road. The project will now appoint a contractor who will take responsibility 
for designing and building the road. Government has also recently announced a £2 
billion fund to install measures to help people travel on foot or by bike while social 
distancing restrictions remain in place. While it's not clear what the County’s share of 
this fund will be yet, work is underway to make sure effective measures in place as 
quickly as possible. The government has said that transport has a critical role to play 
in restarting the economy in the wake of the coronavirus pandemic, so all these 
investment opportunities are really welcome to NCC.  

Restarting the economy - locally Great news to hear that Bakers and Larners will be back 
in business on 15th June opening their doors at 9.30 – 5.00 p.m. instead of 8.30 – 5.00 p.m.  
Staff will be going back to work in the store one week before the re-opening date to get 
everything ship shape. Other “non-essential” shops and Markets should be following too. 

The Pop-Up Stall will return on Friday 29th May - to the Village Green 

 

11.00 – 12.30 

An opportunity to exchange surpluses and share 

Bring something – pick up something 

No money taken 

Social distancing rules apply 



Smile of the week! 

Caught on camera.  Wondering why the bird feeders were being so quickly eaten, a fat rat 
was spotted tucking in!  The solution was to “grease the pole”.  The rat slipped down never 
to be seen again. 

Photo supplied by Lance  

Left – the fat rat   Right - the slippery pole, displaying the fat rats failed efforts!   

 

 

The Full Thursford Orchestra – last chance to hear and play in the orchestra 

Final opportunity to give thanks to all the key workers who have helped us get 
through this pandemic.  So, everyone out with your pots, pans, cow bells and violins 

at 8.00 p.m. on Thursday 28th May, 2020 

 
Thursford Assist (TA) has been publishing this regular newsletter (TA Tablet) 
during the Coronavirus pandemic.  As lockdown is eased it has become a weekly 
publication.  This will now revert to the quarterly newsletter “The Thursford Tablet” 
published by the Parish Council.  Note that it will not be possible to deliver a 
hardcopy but if you know of someone who would like a hard copy – let us know. The 
Thursford Tablet will be published on the village website. Also, we look forward to 
your comments and feedback for our newsletter so contact didann@outlook.com 
(editor).  Just need a telephone chat or shopping? Call 01328 878476 or 
07826067035 http://www.thursford.org.uk	

 


